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Abstrat
This paper desribes a novel approah to onstrut-
ing phonotati models. The underlying theoretial
approah to phonologial desription is the multi-
syllable approah in whih multiple syllable lasses
are dened that reet phonotatially idiosynrati
syllable subategories. A new nite-state formalism,
ofs Modelling, is used as a tool for enoding, au-
tomatially onstruting and generalising phonota-
ti desriptions. Language-independent prototype
models are onstruted whih are instantiated on the
basis of data sets of phonologial strings, and gener-
alised with a lustering algorithm. The resulting ap-
proah enables the automati onstrution of phono-
tati models that enode arbitrarily lose approxi-
mations of a language's set of attested phonologial
forms. The approah is applied to the onstrution
of multi-syllable word-level phonotati models for
German, English and Duth.
1 Introdution
Finite-state models of phonotatis have been
used in automati language identiation (Zissman,
1995; Belz, 2000), in speeh reognition (Carson-
Berndsen, 1992; Jusek et al., 1994; Jusek et al.,
1996; Carson-Berndsen, 2000), and optial harater
reognition, among other appliations. While statis-
tial models (n-gram or Markov models) are derived
automatially from data, their symboli equivalents
are usually onstruted in a painstaking manual
proess, and  beause based on standard single-
syllable phonologial analyses  tend to overgen-
eralise greatly over a language's set of wellformed
phonologial strings. This paper desribes methods
that enable the automati onstrution of symboli
phonotati models that are more aurate represen-
tations of phonologial grammars.
The underlying theoretial approah to phonolog-
ial desription is theMulti-Syllable Approah (Belz,
1998; Belz, 2000). Syllable phonotatis vary onsid-
erably not only in orrelation with a syllable's posi-
tion within a word, but also with other fators suh
as position relative to word stress. Analyses based
on multiple syllable lasses dened to reet suh
fators an more aurately aount for the phonolo-
gies of natural languages than analyses based on a
single syllable lass.
Objet-Based Finite State Modelling (previously
desribed in Belz, 2000) is used as an enoding,
onstrution and generalisation tool, and faili-
tates Language-Independent Prototyping , where in-
ompletely speied generi models are onstruted
for groups of languages and subsequently instanti-
ated and generalised automatially to fully spe-
ied, language-spei models using data sets of
phoneme strings from individual languages. The
theory-driven (manual) omponent in this onstru-
tion method is restrited to speifying the maxi-
mum possible ways in whih syllable phonotatis
may dier in a family of languages, without hard-
wiring the dierenes into the nal models. The a-
tual onstrution of models for individual languages
is a data-driven proess and is done automatially.
Sets of German, English and Duth syllables were
used extensively in the researh desribed in this
paper, both as a soure of evidene in support of
the multi-syllable approah (Setion 2) and as data
in automati phonotati model onstrution (Se-
tion 4). All syllable sets were derived from sets of
fully syllabied, phonetially transribed forms ol-
leted from the lexial database elex (Baayen et
al., 1995). elex ontains ompounds and phrases
as well as single words. Phonologial words were de-
ned as any phoneti sequene with a single primary
stress marker, and all other entries were disregarded.
2 Multi-Syllable Phonotatis
The multi-syllable approah works on the assump-
tion that single-syllable approahes annot ade-
quately apture the phonologial grammars of nat-
ural languages, beause they fail to aount for the
signiant syllable-based phonotati variation re-
sulting from a range of fators that is evident in
natural languages, and onsequently overgeneralise
greatly.
Single-syllable analyses. The traditional view
is that all syllables in a language share the same
struture and ompositional onstraints whih an
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German English Duth
all unique (%) all unique (%) all unique (%)
Initial 3,806 624 (16.4%) 6,177 2,657 (43.01%) 5,476 947 (17.29%)
Medial 3,832 358 (9.34%) 3,149 344 (10.92%) 5,446 723 (13.28%)
Final 7,040 2,133 (30.3%) 6,750 2,132 (31.59%) 7,279 1,786 (24.54%)
Monosyllables 5,114 855 (16.72%) 7,265 2,963 (40.78%) 5,641 718 (12.73%)
TOTAL 10,606 3,970 (37.43%) 14,333 8,096 (56.49%) 11,448 4,174 (36.46%)
Table 1: Syllable set sizes and number of syllables unique to eah set (position).
be aptured by a single analysis. In many languages,
however, the sets of word-initial and/or word-nal
onsonant lusters dier signiantly from other
onsonantal lusters (Goldsmith, 1990, p. 107, lists
several examples from dierent languages). Suh id-
iosynrati lusters have been treated as `termina-
tions', `appendies', or as `extrasyllabi' (Goldsmith,
1990), and integrated along with syllables at the
word-level. Similar, apparently irregular phenom-
ena our in orrelation with tone and stress, and
the rst and last voali segments in phonologial
words are often analysed as `extratonal' and `extra-
metrial'. However, suh apparent irregularities are
not restrited to the beginnings and ends of phono-
logial words, and the phonotatis of syllables are
aeted by a range of fators other than position,
whih are diult if not impossible to aount for
by the notion of extrasyllabiity.
Three problemati issues arise in single-syllable
analyses. Firstly, if a phonotati model assumes
a single syllable lass for a language, and if the
language has idiosynrati word-initial and word-
nal phonotatis, then the set of possible phono-
logial words that the model enodes is neessar-
ily too large, and inludes words that form system-
ati (rather than aidental) gaps in the languages.
Seondly, if extrasyllabiity is used to aount for
phonotati idiosynraies, then the resulting the-
ory of syllable struture fails to aount for ev-
erything that it is intended to aount for, and is
fored to integrate onstituents that are not sylla-
bles (the extrasyllabi material) at the word level.
Thirdly, the notion of extrasyllabiity only works
for ases where phonemi material an be segmented
o adjaent syllables (most easily done at the begin-
nings and ends of words), and annot be used to
aount for syllable-internal variation. The alterna-
tive oered by multi-syllable analyses is to make the
universal assumption that position, stress and tone
(among other fators) will result in variation in syl-
lable phonotatis that are not neessarily restrited
to any partiular part of words, and to aount for
suh variation systematially by the use of dierent
syllable lasses.
Related approahes. The idea to disriminate
between dierent syllable types, lassied by word
position and position with respet to the stressed
syllable has been explored and utilised in previous
researh, for example in fsa-based phonotati mod-
els, typed formalisms, and in stohasti prodution
rule grammars. Carson-Berndsen (1992) uses two
separate fsas to enode the phonotatis of full and
redued syllables, and Jusek et al. (1994) distin-
guish between stressed and unstressed syllables. In
a typed feature system of morpho-phonology, Mas-
troianni and Carpenter (1994) dene subtypes of the
general type syllable.
The most losely related existing researh is that
presented by Coleman and Pierrehumbert (1997).
The paper examines dierent possibilities for using
a probabilisti grammar for English words to model
native speakers' aeptability judgments. The pro-
dution rule grammar enodes the phonotatis of
English monosyllabi and bisyllabi words. Dier-
ent probability distributions over paths in derivation
trees are investigated whih model likelihood of a-
eptability to native speakers, rather than likelihood
of ourrene. To build a grammar that aounts
for interations among onsets and rhymes, loation
with respet to the word edge and word stress pat-
terns, six syllable types are distinguished whih re-
et possible ombinations of the features strong,
weak, initial and nal. The subsyllabi onstituents
onset and rhyme are similarly marked for stress and
position.
The present researh extends existing work on syl-
lable sublasses by applying the multi-syllable ap-
proah systematially to model the entire phono-
tatis of languages, and by using it for language-
independent prototyping (see Setion 3.3 below).
Position-orrelated phonotati variation.
Table 1 shows statistis for sets of monosyllabi
words and initial, medial and nal syllables in
elex. For eah language and eah syllable set, the
table shows the size of the set (e.g. there are 3, 806
dierent initial German syllables in elex), and
the size of its subset of syllables that do not our in
any other set (e.g. 624 out of 3, 806 initial German
syllables, or 16.4%, only our word-initially). For
all three languages, the gures show signiant
dierenes between the sets of syllables that an
our in the four dierent positions and their unique
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Medial Final Mono
Initial 2,619 (0.52) 1,466 (0.16) 1,392 (0.18)
German: Medial 1,928 (0.22) 1,185 (0.15)
Final 3,873 (0.47)
Initial 1,860 (0.25) 1,920 (0.17) 2,266 (0.20)
English: Medial 1,787 (0.22) 1,008 (0.11)
Final 3,576 (0.34)
Initial 3,594 (0.49) 2,764 (0.28) 3,003 (0.37)
Duth: Medial 3,279 (0.35) 2,428 (0.28)
Final 4,320 (0.50)
Table 2: Intersetions and set similarities for German, English and Duth syllables (position).
German English Duth
all unique (%) all unique (%) all unique (%)
Stressed 8,919 2,977 (33.37%) 9,399 5,280 (56.18%) 9,934 3,484 (35.07%)
Pretoni 989 30 (3.03%) 3,201 1,362 (42.55%) 1,780 71 (3.99%)
Posttoni 5,897 388 (6.58%) 4,754 670 (14.09%) 5,960 517 (8.67%)
Plain 6,819 229 (3.36%) 6,020 944 (15.68%) 6,662 176 (2.64%)
TOTAL 10,598 3,624 (34.20%) 14,333 8,256 (57.60%) 11,443 4,248 (37.12%)
Table 3: Syllable set sizes and number of syllables unique to eah set (stress).
subsets. In German and Duth, nal syllables are
partiularly idiosynrati, with 30.3% and 24.54%,
respetively, not ourring in any other position. In
English, all syllable sets exept the medial syllables
display a high degree of idiosynray. Table 2
shows the size of the intersetions between the
syllable sets, and the more objetive measure of
set similarity in brakets
1
. In German and Duth,
the similarity between initial and medial syllables,
and between nal and monosyllables is partiularly
high. The similarity between the least similar of
syllable sets is muh greater in Duth than in either
English or German. In English, only the nal and
monosyllables display any signiant similarity.
Average set similarity is highest in Duth (0.37),
followed by German (0.28), and English (0.21).
Stress-orrelated phonotati variation. Ta-
ble 3 shows analogous statistis for phonotati vari-
ation orrelated with word stress. Set sizes and
unique subset sizes are shown for the set of sylla-
bles that arry primary stress (stressed), those im-
mediately preeding stress (pretoni), those imme-
diately following stress (posttoni), and all others
(plain). In all three languages, the set of stressed
syllables has least in ommon with other sets. In
English, this is losely followed by the pretoni syl-
lables. The average perentage of syllables unique
to a set is highest in English, followed by Duth and
then German.
1
Set similarity here is the standard measure of the size of
the intersetion over the size of the union of two sets S1 and
S2, or |S1 ∩ S2|/|S1 ∪ S2| (not dened for S1 = S2 = ∅).
These statistis show not only that there is signi-
ant syllable-level variation in the phonotatis of all
three languages, but also that the simple strategy of
subdividing the set of all syllables on the basis of po-
sition and stress sueeds in apturing at least some
of this variation. If a high perentage of syllables
in one subategory do not our in any other, then
distinguishing this syllable subategory in a phono-
tati model will help redue overgeneralisation.
3 Enoding, Constrution and
Generalisation of Phonotati
Models
3.1 Objet-Based Finite-State Modelling
The ofs Modelling formalism was used as a tool for
enoding, onstruting and generalising phonotati
models in the researh desribed in Setion 4. ofs
Modelling onsists of three main omponents, (i) a
representation formalism, (ii) a mehanism for auto-
mati model onstrution, and (iii) mehanisms for
model generalisation. Brief summaries of the om-
ponents that were used in the researh desribed in
this paper are given here (for full details see Belz,
2000).
Underlying ofs Modelling is a set of assump-
tions about linguisti desription that shares many
of the fundamental tenets of delarative phonol-
ogy (Bird, 1991, for example). This set of as-
sumptions inludes a stritly non-derivational, non-
transformational and onstraint-based approah to
linguisti desription, and the priniple of onstraint
inviolability.
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The ofs formalism is a delarative, monostratal
nite-state representation formalism that is intu-
itively readable, failitates the automati data-
driven onstrution of models, and permits the in-
tegration of available prior, theoretial knowledge.
The derivations (trees or brakettings) dened by
ofs models orrespond to ontext-free derivations
with a limited tree depth or degree of nesting of
brakets. This means that in ofs models (unlike
in other normal forms for regular grammars), rules
(hene expansions or brakets) an, if appropriately
dened, systematially orrespond to standard lin-
guisti objets, the reason why the formalism is
alled objet-based .
ofs Model O = (N, T, P, n+ 1)
n: On0 ⇒ ω
n
0
n-1: On−10 ⇒ ω
n−1
0
On−11 ⇒ ω
n−1
1
· · ·
On−1m ⇒ ω
n−1
m
. . .
1: O10 ⇒ ω
1
0
O11 ⇒ ω
1
1
· · ·
O1l ⇒ ω
1
l
0: O00 ⇒ ω
0
0
O01 ⇒ ω
0
1
· · ·
O0p ⇒ ω
0
p
Figure 1: Notational onvention for ofs models.
OFS Models. The ofs representation formalism
is essentially a normal form for regular sets. ofs
models an be interpreted in the same way as stan-
dard prodution rule grammars, but are subjet to
a set of additional onstraints. An ofs model O is
denoted (N, T, P, n + 1), where N is a nite set of
non-terminal objets Oij , 0 ≤ i ≤ n, and T is a -
nite set of terminals. P is an ordered nite set of
n sets of produtions Oij ⇒ ω
i
j, where O
i
j ∈ N , and
for i > 0, ωij is a regular expression
2
over symbols
Ogh ∈ N, i > g, whereas for i = 0, ω
i
j is a set of
strings
3
from T ∗. An ofs model O has n levels, or
sets of prodution rules, and eah rule Oij ⇒ ω
i
j is
2
In the regular expressions in this paper, r∗ denotes any
number of repetitions of r, r+ denotes at least one repetition
of r, and r + e denotes the disjuntion of r and e.
3
The string sets in level 0 rhss are atually implemented
more eiently as nite automata.
uniquely assoiated with one of the levels. The nth
set of prodution rules is a singleton set {On0 ⇒ ω
n
0 },
and On0 is interpreted as the start symbol. The nota-
tional onvention adopted for ofsmodels is as shown
in Figure 1.
Denition 1 OFS Model
An ofs model O is a 4-tuple (N,T, P, n + 1),
where N is a nite set of nonterminals Oij , 0 ≤
i ≤ n, On0 ∈ N is the start symbol, T is a nite
set of terminals, n + 1 denotes the number of
levels in the model, and P =
{
{On0 ⇒ ω
n
0 },
{On−10 ⇒ω
n−1
0 , O
n−1
1 ⇒ω
n−1
1 , . . . O
n−1
m ⇒ω
n−1
m },
. . .
{O10 ⇒ ω
1
0 , O
1
1 ⇒ ω
1
1 , . . . O
1
l ⇒ ω
1
l },
{O00 ⇒ ω
0
0 , O
0
1 ⇒ ω
0
1 , . . . O
0
p ⇒ ω
0
p }
}
,
where eah ruleOij ⇒ ω
i
j is uniquely assoiated
with one of the levels, ω0j is a set of strings
from T ∗, ωij , i > 0, is a regular expression over
objets O
g
h
∈ N, i > g.
Eah rule O ⇒ ω in an ofs model orresponds to
a set of strings whih will be referred to as an objet
set or lass, where O is the name of the objet. The
prodution rules in ofs models will also be referred
to as objet rules.
ofs models thus dier from standard prodution
rule grammars in three ways. Firstly, rhss of rules
above level 0 are arbitrary regular expressions
4
. Se-
ondly, terminals from T are restrited to appear-
ing in the rhss of rules at level 0 (mostly to fa-
ilitate automati model onstrution, see below).
Thirdly, ofs models are limited in their representa-
tional power to the nite-state domain by the on-
straints that the rhss of rules in rule sets at level
i > 0 are regular expressions over non-terminals that
appear only in the lhss of rules in rule sets at lev-
els g < i. That this limits representational power
to the regular languages an be seen from the fat
that all non-terminals Oij in the rhs of the single
top-level rule an be substituted iteratively with the
rhss of the orresponding rules Oij ⇒ ω
i
j. This it-
eration terminates after a nite time beause there
is a nite number of levels in the model, and at this
point the rhs of the top-level rule ontains only non-
terminals, i.e. is a regular expression, hene repre-
sents a regular language.
Unlike other normal forms for regular prodution-
rule grammars (suh as left-linear and right-linear
4
Other formalisms for linguisti analysis have permitted
full regular expressions in the rhss of rules. For instane,
in syntati grammars, the reursive nature of some types of
oordination has been modelled with right-reursive regular
expressions (e.g. in gpsg).
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sets of prodution rules), ofsmodels enable the de-
nition of prodution rules and hene derivations that
an, if appropriately dened, orrespond to standard
linguisti objets and onstituents (not possible in
linear grammars). Through the assoiation of rules
with a nite number of levels, ofs models permit the
denition of grammars that enode sets of ontext-
free derivations up to a maximum depth equal to the
number of levels in the model.
The fat that non-terminal strings are in ofsmod-
els restrited to the lowest level, failitates the om-
bined theory and data driven onstrution of models.
Uninstantiated models an be dened, that enode
what is known in advane about the strutural regu-
larities of the objet to be modelled in levels above 0,
and have under-speied level 0 rhss that are sub-
sequently instantiated on the basis of data sets of
examples of the objet to be modelled. ofs Mod-
elling also has a generalisation proedure whih an
be used to generalise fully instantiated ofs models.
Eah of these mehanisms is desribed in turn over
the following paragraphs.
Uninstantiated OFS Models. In fully speied
ofs models (as dened in the preeding setion),
the right-hand sides (rhss) of prodution rules at
level i are regular expressions for i > 0, and string
sets for i = 0. This separation makes it simple to
onstrut inompletely speied models, or proto-
type OFS models, where the rhss of level 0 rules are
pattern desriptions rather than strings sets. Level 0
rhss in prototype models have the form O0i ⇒ Si,
where O0i is the name of the objet, and Si is a set
former {x : vxw ∈ D,P1, P2, . . . Pn}, where v,w are
onatenations of variables, D refers to any given -
nite data set of strings, and Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n are prop-
erties of the variables in v and w.
Instantiation of Prototype OFS Models. The
ofs instantiation proedure takes a prototype ofs
model M for some linguisti objet and a data set
D of example members of the orresponding objet
lass and proeeds as follows. For eah level 0 rule
O0i ⇒ Si in M , and for eah element x of D, all
substrings of x that math Si are olleted. The
resulting set of substrings beomes the new rhs of
rule O0i . After instantiation, level 0 rules whose rhs
is the empty set are removed, as are rules at higher
levels whose rhss ontain non-terminals that an no
longer be expanded by any of the prodution rules
in M .
Objet-Set Generalisation. Instantiated ofs
models an be generalised by objet-set (os) gen-
eralisation, where pairs of level 0 objet sets are
ompared on the basis of a standard set similar-
ity measure sim for two nite sets D1 and D2
(not dened for D1 = D2 = ∅): sim(D1, D2) =
|D1 ∩ D2|/|D1 ∪ D2|. The os-generalisation pro-
edure takes a fully speied ofs model M and a
given similarity threshold τ , and, applying a sim-
ple lustering algorithm, merges all objet sets that
have a similarity value sim mathing or exeeding
τ . That is, the os-generalisation proedure mea-
sures the similarity between all pairs of level 0 sets,
and all pairs that math or exeed the threshold
end up in the same luster. Finally, the old objet
names (non-terminals) in the rhss of objet rules
at levels above 0 are replaed with the lhss of the
orresponding new merged objet rule, while all ob-
jet rules that now have idential rhss are in turn
merged. In this way, generalisation `perolates' up-
wards through the levels of the model.
Determining an appropriate value for the simi-
larity threshold τ is not unproblemati. It ould
be set in relation to the average similarity value in
an instantiated model (individually for eah proto-
type instantiation), but this approah would obsure
the similarities that objet-set generalisation (in par-
tiular in onjuntion with lip) is intended to ex-
ploit. The whole point of objet-set generalisation
for language-independent prototypes is that it will
merge a dierent number of level 0 objet lasses in
dierent prototype instantiations, reating dierent
nal, language-spei ofs models. If τ is set in
proportion to the average similarity between level 0
lasses, then this dierene is redued, and the re-
sulting models will tend to retain the same number
of level 0 objet lasses from the prototype. For ex-
ample, if the above prototype modelWord is instan-
tiated to a data set from a language that has phono-
tatis whih dier only between stressed and un-
stressed syllables, then all similarity values between
stressed syllable lasses regardless of their position
within a word, and between all posttoni, pretoni
and plain syllables lasses (again, regardless of posi-
tion), will be very high. The average similarity value
will therefore also be high. If τ is set in relation to
this high average, not all unstressed and all stressed
syllable lasses, respetively, will be merged, beause
not all syllable lasses an exeed average similarity.
Average similarity is a language-spei property,
and so is the number of syllable lasses similar
enough to be merged for a given τ value. For dier-
ent generalised instantiations of the same prototype
model to be omparable, objet-set generalisation
must have been arried out for eah of them with
the same τ value.
The threshold τ is best regarded as a variable pa-
rameter to the os-generalisation proedure that an
be used to ontrol the degree to whih a generalised
ofs model will t the data: the higher τ , the more
losely the model will t the data, and the less it will
generalise over it. This is partiularly appropriate in
phonotati modelling, beause phonotatis seeks
to enode not just the set of attested words, but also
50
Prototype ofs Model Syllable = ({Syllable, Onset, Peak, Coda}, T, P, 2)
1: Syllable ⇒ Onset Peak Coda
0: Onset ⇒ {x | xay ∈ D, x ∈ CONSONANTS∗, a ∈ VOWELS}
Peak ⇒ {x | yxz ∈ D, x ∈ VOWELS+, y, z ∈ CONSONANTS∗}
Coda ⇒ {x | yax ∈ D, x ∈ CONSONANTS∗, a ∈ VOWELS }
Figure 2: Simple prototype ofs model for syllable-level phonotatis.
æz, æS, A:sk, æsp, æs, æt, Et, O:k, O:ks, A:nts, O:, O:z, æks, aI, aIz, beI, bA:, bA:z, beIb, bæk,
bæks, si:, kæb, ÙE∗, ÙEd, sInÙ, sInÙt, kli:v, dEf, di:l, dju:st, d2vz, drA:fts, dwEld, faI, frEt,
gUld, gr6t, kwId, splæt, sprIN, stræps, st2n
Figure 3: Small data set of English monosyllabi words.
ofs Model Syllable = ({Syllable, Onset, Peak, Coda}, T, P, 2)
1: Syllable ⇒ Onset Peak Coda
0: Onset ⇒ { ǫ, b, s, k, st, f, d, Ù, kl, dj, dr, dw, fr, g, gr, kw, spl, spr, str }
Peak ⇒ {æ, A:, E, O:, aI, eI, i:, E, 2, U, 6, I, u: }
Coda ⇒ { ǫ, b, s, k, st, f, d, z, S, sk, sp, ks, nts, ∗, nÙ, nÙt, v, l, vz, fts, ld, t, N, ps, n }
Figure 4: Syllable-level phonotati ofs model instantiated with set of English monosyllables.
ofs Model Syllable = ({Syllable, Onset_Coda, Peak, }, T, P, 2)
1: Syllable ⇒ Onset_Coda Peak Onset_Coda
0: Onset_Coda ⇒ { ǫ, b, s, k, st, f, d, Ù, kl, dj, dr, dw, fr, g, gr, kw, spl, spr, str,
z, S, sk, sp, ks, nts, ∗, nÙ, nÙt, v, l, vz, fts, ld, t, N, ps, n }
Peak ⇒ {æ, A:, E, O:, aI, eI, i:, E, 2, U, 6, I, u: }
Figure 5: ofs model of Figure 4 generalised with τ ≤ 0.19.
unattested, but wellformed words (often alled `a-
idental' gaps), while exluding only illformed words
(or `systemati' gaps). There is no objetive divid-
ing line between idiosynrati and systemati gaps,
and setting τ an be used as one way of ontrolling
the degree of onservativeness in generalising over
the set of attested words.
3.2 Example
As an illustration, onsider the following example
onstrution of a simple ofs model for syllable-level
phonotatis (the onstraints that hold on the possi-
ble phoneme sequenes within syllables)
5
. The pro-
totype ofs model onstruted in the rst step (Fig-
ure 2) enodes the standard assumption that the
syllable-level phonotatis in dierent languages an
be appropriately modelled by interpreting syllables
as a sequene of onsonantal phonemes (onset), fol-
lowed by a sequene of voali phonemes (peak), and
another sequene of onsonantal phonemes (oda).
In the seond onstrution step, a data set of En-
5
The example model is not intended to be a realisti
phonotati model, but is provided here merely as an illus-
tration of the tehniques outlined above.
glish monosyllabi words (Figure 3) is used to in-
stantiate the prototype ofs model. The instantia-
tion proedure onstruts an ofs model with new
level 0 rhss as shown in Figure 4. During os-
generalisation, sim values are omputed for eah
pair of level 0 objet sets. The only pairwise inter-
setion that is non-empty (hene the only non-zero
sim value) in this example is that between the sets
Coda and Onset (sim = 0.19), whih are merged
if os-generalisation is applied to ofs model Syllable
with τ ≤ 0.19, resulting in the simpler, more general
ofs model shown in Figure 5.
3.3 Language-Independent Prototyping
Language-independent prototyping (lip) as a gen-
eral approah to linguisti desription seeks to de-
ne generi models that restrit  in some linguis-
tially meaningful way  the set of grammars or
desriptions that an be inferred from data. ofs
modelling an be used as an implementational tool
for lip. Language-independent prototype ofs mod-
els an be dened by speifying a maximal number
of objets and orresponding prodution rules suh
that when the prototype is instantiated and gener-
alised with data sets from individual languages, dif-
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Prototype ofs Model Word = (N,M,P, 2)
1: Word ⇒ S_mon_st +
S_mon_pl +
(S_ini_st S_fin_po) +
(S_ini_st S_med_po S_med_pl∗ S_fin_pl) +
(S_ini_pr S_fin_st) +
(S_ini_pr S_med_st S_fin_po) +
(S_ini_pr S_med_st S_med_po S_med_pl∗ S_fin_pl) +
(S_ini_pl S_med_pl∗ S_med_pr S_fin_st) +
(S_ini_pl S_med_pl∗ S_med_pr S_med_st S_fin_po) +
(S_ini_pl S_med_pl∗ S_med_pr S_med_st S_med_po S_med_pl∗ S_fin_pl)
0: S_mon_st ⇒ {x : ′x ∈ D, x ∈ (M\{−})∗}
S_mon_pl ⇒ {x : x ∈ D, x ∈ (M\{−,′ })∗}
S_ini_st ⇒ {x : ′x− w ∈ D, x ∈ (M\{−})∗}
S_ini_pr ⇒ {x : x−′ vw ∈ D, x, v ∈ (M\{−})∗}
S_ini_pl ⇒ {x : x− u−′ vw ∈ D, x, v ∈ (M\{−})∗}
S_med_st ⇒ {x : v −′ x− w ∈ D, x ∈ (M\{−})∗}
S_med_pr ⇒ {x : u− x−′ vw ∈ D, x, v ∈ (M\{−})∗}
S_med_po ⇒ {x : u′v − x− w ∈ D, x, v ∈ (M\{−})∗}
S_med_pl ⇒ {x : (u′y − v − x− w ∈ D)∨ (u − x− v −′ w ∈ D), x ∈ (M\{−})∗}
S_fin_st ⇒ {x : w −′ x ∈ D, x ∈ (M\{−})∗}
S_fin_po ⇒ {x : w′v − x ∈ D, x, v ∈ (M\{−})∗}
S_fin_pl ⇒ {x : w′v − u− x ∈ D, x, v ∈ (M\{−})∗}
Figure 6: Prototype ofs model for multi-syllable word-level phonotatis.
ferent objet sets will be deleted and merged for dif-
ferent languages, resulting in dierent nal, instan-
tiated and generalised ofs models. In the following
setion, a language-independent phonotati proto-
type ofs model is instantiated to surprisingly dier-
ent ofs models for three losely related languages.
4 Multi-Syllable Phonotati Models
for German, English and Duth
When applied to modelling multi-syllable word-level
phonotatis, lip with ofs Modelling means den-
ing the maximum possible number of syllable lasses
that may be subjet to dierent phonotati on-
straints in a given group of languages. The exat
set of syllable lasses depends on the group of lan-
guages the prototype is intended to over as well as
the desired amount of generalisation over data (in
general, a model that distinguishes only two syllable
lasses will generalise more than a model that distin-
guishes three or more lasses, given the same data).
The prototype presented in this setion is intended
to over German, English and Duth, and takes into
aount only phonologial fators (syntati fators
suh as word ategory whih an also aet phono-
tatis are not taken into aount). Two phonologi-
al fators are modelled: position of a syllable within
a word, and position of a syllable relative to primary
word stress.
For this modelling task, the lip approah is im-
plemented by onstruting an ofs prototype model
in whih syllable lasses reeting all possible dier-
ent ombinations of position within a word and rel-
ative to stress are dened as level 0 uninstantiated
objet rules, and all possible ways in whih the or-
responding objets an be ombined to form words
are dened as higher-level objet rules. No prior as-
sumptions about where phonotati variation ours
is hardwired into the model. Instead, the maximal
ways in whih phonotatis may vary in a group of
languages is enoded. The idea is that prototype in-
stantiation and os-generalisation with data sets of
phonologial words from dierent languages will re-
sult in dierent nal, instantiated phonotati mod-
els.
4.1 Language-Independent Prototype OFS
Model for Multi-syllable Phonotatis
The prototype model shown in Figure 6 distin-
guishes between twelve syllable lasses whih or-
respond to all possible ombinations of position
within a word and position relative to primary stress
(
′
marks primary stress, − is the syllable separator,
and S = syllable). As before, the set of all sylla-
bles is divided into four lasses on the basis of po-
sition (mon = monosyllabi, ini = initial, med =
medial, fin = nal), eah of whih is divided fur-
ther into four sublasses on the basis of stress (st =
stressed, pr = pretoni, po = posttoni, pl = plain).
This results in a total of 12 possible syllable at-
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German English Duth
all unique (%) all unique (%) all unique (%)
Set_mon_st 5,028 849 (16.89%) 7,254 2,958 (40.77%) 5,641 719 (12.75%)
Set_mon_pl 1,813 1 (0.06%) 11 5 (45.45%) 0 - (-)
Set_ini_st 3,658 527 (14.41%) 3,345 409 (12.23%) 5,258 772 (14.68%)
Set_ini_pr 707 18 (2.55%) 2,560 1,328 (51.88%) 1,346 49 (3.64%)
Set_ini_pl 1,628 19 (1.17%) 1,495 437 (29.23%) 1,252 28 (2.24%)
Set_med_st 2,527 92 (3.64%) 1,600 90 (5.63%) 3,907 282 (7.22%)
Set_med_pr 618 12 (1.94%) 916 30 (3.28%) 1,026 26 (2.53%)
Set_med_po 2,518 66 (2.62%) 1,415 65 (4.59%) 3,296 185 (5.61%)
Set_med_pl 2,220 28 (1.26%) 1,156 82 (7.09%) 2,897 36 (1.24%)
Set_fin_st 4,261 822 (19.29%) 3,376 583 (17.27%) 4,972 803 (16.15%)
Set_fin_po 4,354 413 (9.49%) 4,141 882 (21.3%) 4,525 460 (1.02%)
Set_fin_pl 3,716 166 (4.47%) 2,635 306 (11.61%) 3,820 101 (2.64%)
total 10,598 3,013 (28.42%) 14,333 7,175 (50.06%) 11,443 3,461 (30.25%)
Table 4: Sizes of Level 0 objet sets resulting from instantiations, and syllables unique to eah set.
egories
6
. D is the data set given in instantiation,
and M the orresponding set of terminals (here, the
phonemi symbols that our in D). The rhs of the
level 1 objet rule enodes all possible ways in whih
the twelve syllable lasses an theoretially ombine
to form words. The prototype model is language-
independent, beause not all syllable lasses will ex-
ist in all languages (e.g. a language where primary
stress is always on the rst syllable would not have
lasses of word-initial pretoni or plain syllables),
and os-generalisation will reate dierent new syl-
lable lasses, depending on whih lasses are most
similar in a given language.
4.2 Prototype Model Instantiations
Table 4 shows the sizes of the dierent level 0 objet
sets resulting from ofs model instantiations to the
German, English and Duth word sets derived from
elex (the syllable sets are far too large to be shown
in their entirety). In all three languages, the largest
syllable set is the set of stressed monosyllables, and
the smallest is the set of medial pretoni syllables
7
.
Table 4 also shows (in the same format as in Se-
tion 2) the number of syllables in eah syllable lass
that do not our in any of the other lasses.
In German and Duth, perentages of unique syl-
lables are signiantly lower than in the lasses
reeting position only and stress only that were
shown in Setion 2, indiating that some of the
lasses may not be worth distinguishing in phono-
tati models. In English, however, the higher per-
entages of unique syllables are not far behind those
shown previously, indiating that most of the twelve
6
Not 4× 4 = 16 lasses, beause some lasses annot exist
(e.g. there is no suh thing as a posttoni initial syllable).
7
Disregarding the set of plain monosyllables of whih there
were no examples in the Duth setion of elex, and only a
very small number in the English setion.
syllable lasses in the prototype are worth distin-
guishing.
Some orrelation is evident between the size of a
set and the perentage of unique syllables it ontains.
In German, average syllable set size is 2, 754 and the
average perentage of unique syllables is 6.48%. Five
syllable sets are of above average size, and four of
these also have above-average perentages of unique
syllables. Seven syllable sets are below average in
size, and non of these have above-average perent-
ages of unique syllables. In English, the piture is
not as straightforward. Average syllable set size is
2, 717, and average perentage of unique syllables is
18.62%. Of the four sets of above-average size, two
have above-average, and two have below-average,
perentages of unique syllables. Of the seven En-
glish syllable sets of below-average size (the set of
plain monosyllables is disregarded again for English
and Duth), two have above-average, and ve have
below-average perentages of unique syllables. Fi-
nally, in Duth, average set size is 3, 449 and aver-
age perentage of unique syllables is 6.33%. Four
of the six above-average sized sets also have above-
average perentages of unique syllables, while all of
the below-average sized sets also have below-average
perentages of unique syllables. However, there is no
omplete orrelation, with some of the largest sets
having very small perentages of unique syllables,
and vie versa.
4.3 OS-Generalisation of Models
As is lear from the instantiation results presented in
the preeding setion, some syllable lasses ontain
suh low perentages of unique syllables that it is
not worth distinguishing them as a separate lass.
os-generalisation of models an be used to merge
the most similar lasses and redue the number of
lasses that the model distinguishes.
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0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.00.0
ini_pr
med_st
ini_st
med_po
med_pl
ini_pl
fin_po
fin_pl
mon_st
mon_pl
fin_st
med_pr
Figure 7: Cluster tree for German syllable sets.
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.00.0
ini_pr
ini_st
med_pl
fin_po
fin_pl
mon_st
mon_pl
ini_pl
med_st
med_po
fin_st
med_pr
Figure 8: Cluster tree for Duth syllable sets.
4.3.1 Generalisation of Multi-Syllable OFS
Model for German
Figure 7 shows the luster tree for the German sylla-
ble sets produed by arrying out os-generalisation
for τ = 0.1..1.0 in inrements of 0.1. Eah node in
the tree shows at whih τ values the original sylla-
ble sets at the leaves dominated by the node were
merged. The tree reveals a very neat piture for
German. 0.56 is the highest τ value between any syl-
lable lass pair, so for τ ≥ 0.6 no lasses are merged.
τ = 0.5 results in two lusters, one ontaining nal
unstressed syllables, the other initial and medial un-
stressed syllables. At τ = 0.4, all monosyllables are
added to the nal syllable lass, and one more me-
dial and one more initial lass to the set of initial
and medial syllables. At τ = 0.3, all monosyllables
and nal syllables on the one hand, and all initial
and medial syllables on the other, are merged. Set-
ting τ lower makes no dierene until it is set below
0.2, at whih point all of the original syllable lasses
are merged into a single set.
This shows learly that in German the distin-
tion between monosyllables and nal syllables on
the one hand, and between initial and medial syl-
lables on the other, is very strongly marked (pre-
served even when τ is set as low as 0.2). This distin-
tion is thus marked far more strongly than the un-
stressed/stressed division (whih is more ommonly
enoded in dfa models of German phonotatis),
whih disappears at τ = 0.4 (in fat, even earlier, at
τ = 0.47).
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0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.00.0
ini_pr
med_pl
fin_po
mon_st
mon_pl
ini_pl
med_po
med_pr
med_st
fin_pl
0.25
ini_st
fin_st
Figure 9: Cluster tree for English syllable sets.
4.3.2 Generalisation of Multi-Syllable OFS
Model for Duth
The luster tree for Duth (Figure 8) also reveals an
important division between nal and monosyllables
on the one hand, and initial and medial syllables
on the other. However, it is not as learly marked
as in German. There is a point (τ = 0.4) when
all nal and monosyllables are in the same luster,
but this is not the ase for the initial and medial
syllables, whih form sublusters that are orrelated
with stress. The medial plain and posttoni syllable
sets are merged with eah other at τ = 0.6, and with
the initial stressed and medial stressed syllables at
τ = 0.4. But there is no greater similarity between
this luster and the luster of inital pretoni and
plain syllables (formed at τ = 0.4) than there is
between it and the luster of nal and monosyllables.
All three are merged into a single luster at τ = 0.3.
4.3.3 Generalisation of Multi-Syllable OFS
Model for English
In the luster tree for English (Figure 9), there are
lusters learly orrelated with stress and lusters
learly orrelated with position. At τ = 0.3 three
lusters are formed, one ontaining all medial sylla-
ble sets exept the stressed medial syllables, another
ontaining all nal syllable sets exept the stressed
nal syllables, and the third ontaining two stressed
syllable sets. At τ = 0.25, all stressed syllables
together form one luster. However, at τ = 0.2,
two unstressed syllable sets are added to this lus-
ter, while all the remaining unstressed sets form the
other large luster. Thus, in English, both stress and
position are strong determinants of phonotati vari-
ation, but dierenes resulting from stress are more
pronouned than those resulting from position.
4.4 Disussion
The lip approah implemented with ofs Modelling
proeeds in three steps. First, the fators likely to
produe phonotati idiosynray (stress and posi-
tion in the above examples), and the onstituents to
be used in the analysis (syllables only in the above
examples), are deided, and a prototype model is
onstruted on this basis. This prototype distin-
guishes as many objets at level 0 as there are pos-
sible ombinations of fators and lowest-level on-
stituents. All ways in whih these objets an om-
bine to form higher-level onstituents are enoded at
the orresponding higher levels in the model.
In the seond step, the prototype is instantiated
with data sets from dierent languages. The degree
to whih the instantiated models generalise over
the given data is determined by the number of
onstituents and subategories of onstituents
distinguished in the prototype. As an example,
onsider the dierent degrees to whih three models
that disriminate dierent numbers of syllable
lasses generalise over given data. All three models
dene words as sequenes of syllables, and syllables
as sequenes of phonemes. The rst model has
only one syllable lass, the seond distinguishes
four lasses reeting position in a word, and the
third is the same as the model presented in the
preeding setion, i.e. distinguishes twelve syllable
lasses. After instantiation with the same data set
of German phonologial word forms from elex
used previously, the three models will enode
supersets of the data set that generalise over it
to dierent degrees. Looking at subsets of words
of the same length gives some impression of the
dierenes. For instane, model 1 enodes 10, 598
monosyllabi German words (the total number of
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dierent syllables in the data), whereas models 2
and 3 enode only 6, 841 monosyllables (the atual
number of monosyllabi words in elex). The
following table shows the number of bisyllabi words
eah model enodes.
Model Bisyllabi words
(1) Syll Syll 1.12× 108
(2) Syll_ini Syll_fin 2.67× 107
(3) (Syll_ini_pr Syll_fin_st)+
(Syll_ini_st Syll_fin_po) 1.89× 107
Attested forms 7.09× 104
Model 3 permits about 266 times as many bisyl-
labi word forms as there are in elex, model 2 en-
odes 1.4 times as many as model 3, and model 1 en-
odes 4.2 times as many as model 2. Thus, through
progressively ner grained subategories of syllables,
progressively loser approximations of the set of at-
tested forms an be ahieved.
However, doing this in an indisriminate,
language-independent way may produe some syl-
lable lasses that are very similar. With os-
generalisation, the most similar lasses an be
merged, so that only strongly marked dierenes are
preserved. However, setting τ to any spei value
is problemati. Produing luster trees with a range
of τ values an give some idea of important lass dis-
tintions, and an be used as a basis for determining
an appropriate τ value. τ an further be motivated
by dierent linguisti assumptions and the intended
purpose of the generalised models. Generalising dif-
ferent instantiations of the same prototype for the
same τ value, makes it possible to ompare the rela-
tive markedness of phonotati variation in dierent
languages.
5 Summary and Further Researh
This paper desribed how ofs modelling and
the multi-syllable approah an be ombined
with language-independent prototyping to reate a
method for designing phonotati models that (i) fa-
ilitates automati model onstrution, (ii) produes
models that are arbitrarily lose approximations of
the set of wellformed phonologial words in a given
language, and (iii) provides a generalisation method
with ontrol over the degree to whih nal models
t given data. Extensions of the approah urrently
under investigation inlude stohasti ofs models,
and the integration of ofs models into nite-state
syntati grammars.
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